
This gathered swag can be made with or without banding.  Swag width is 36” to 54” and the swag depth is 18”. 
The swag should not be altered beyond these sizes, as the shape of the pattern would have to change.  Use the 
gathered sleeve pattern or the pleated one.  The sleeves finish at 14” deep.  Use the  14” deep tail to place 
between swags when more than one is needed.

Fabric Suggestions:  Soft fabrics work best for the swag.  Avoid bulky fabric.  The banding will be easier to work 
with if the fabric has body.  The sleeves and tail should have self or contrast lining.  The swag can have a drapery 
lining.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual 
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric.

The pleated sleeve pattern is .....................46” wide x 16” deep
The gathered sleeve pattern is ...................39” wide x 16” deep
The tail pattern is ........................................25” wide x 16” deep

Swag             Upright or Lengthwise Cut Bias Cut
36” wide........The pattern is..............57” wide x 36” deep....................51” wide x 51” deep
44” wide........The pattern is..............61” wide x 36” deep....................55” wide x 55” deep
54” wide........The pattern is..............69” wide x 36” deep....................59” wide x 59” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed.

The band patterns are only 3” deep, but they are cut on a curve, which utilizes more fabric space.

Gathered sleeve band pattern takes .......................39” wide x 6” deep
Tail band pattern takes .............................................25” wide x 7” deep

Swag Band

36” wide.............The pattern takes.................55” wide x 8” deep
44” wide.............The pattern takes.................62” wide x 9” deep
54” wide.............The pattern takes.................68” wide x 11” deep

Yardage for Trims:
Each pleated sleeve................59” 36” swag...........59”
Each gathered sleeve.............52” 44” swag...........64”
Each tail (bottom)..................26” 54” swag...........72”
Tail (bottom and sides).........50”

More detail information about yardage and alteration is given inside packet.
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